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Give any device a voice with “gigaaa Inside”
gigaaa is a new multilingual AI Personal Assistant that enriches people’s lives by
making everyday tasks simpler. It represents a new alternative in a market dominated
by Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa, both for enterprises and consumers. Users
can access gigaaa AI Personal Assistant via various “gigaaa Inside” devices. At IFA 2019
gigaaa is presenting a premium Smart Mirror among other devices like Smart TVs,
watches and loudspeakers with “gigaaa Inside”.
Currently, gigaaa AI Personal Assistant is available in German, English, Turkish, Russian,
and Arabic language with many more languages coming in the next few months. By
speaking with gigaaa you get easy access to hundreds of digital services to look up
information, ask for advice, purchase products, operate Smart Home Systems, expand
your social network, communicate with people and much more.
gigaaa is a European startup, consisting of a team of futurists from all around the world
who share the same enthusiasm to build an AI life companion for everyone. Gartner
market research mentions gigaaa in several reports as a competitor to Google, Amazon,
Microsoft, Apple, and Samsung for Conversational UX Technology. Thanks to its data
policy, gigaaa oﬀers consumers with privacy concerns a better choice. It is the first AI
Personal Assistant with full transparency when it comes to data protection and
privacy.
With “gigaaa Inside” solutions, you can give watches, mirrors, speakers, TVs and all
kinds of other devices a voice that makes them smart. Innovative solutions for developers
will make the gigaaa system grow faster than any other Personal Assistant technology in
response to the demands of companies that want to market their services and products
with smart and creative conversational UX. None of the competitor systems are as
easy to expand and customize as gigaaa Console for voice services. With its
secured data policy, simple voice service development and fast integration process,
gigaaa is the better choice for enterprises entering the voice commerce market, because
enterprises will find a neutral technology provider (Your customer-Your data) as well as
saving time and money when creating their own voice service content for any type of
business.
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